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Since 2008 the Industrial Doctoral School, IDS has engaged

• 51 researchers
• 47 partners
• 66 projects and candidates
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SWOT by researchers at Umeå University

Institute for Language and Folklore, ISOF (1)
Research Institute of Sweden, RISE (2)
Swedish Defense Institute, FOI (6)
Strength
Strength

understanding - reduces friction
dual contribution
outside the box perspective
specialist competence
Weakness
Weakness

longterm – shortterm
less general research training
less freedom – time reports
juridical agreements
Opportunities
Opportunities
Access to infrastructure
Joint publications
Open for new possibilities
New techniques
Novel ideas
Threats
Threats
different time perspectives
No threats
rules at the institute
rigid organization
**Strength**
- understanding - reduces friction
- dual contribution
- outside the box perspective
- Specialist competence

**Weakness**
- longterm – shortterm
- less general research training
- less freedom – time reports
- Juridical agreements

"Common Research Ground"

**Opportunities**
- Access to infrastructure
- Joint publications
- Open for new possibilities
- New techniques
- Novel ideas

**Threats**
- different time perspectives
- rules at the institute
- rigid organization
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